
PYRAMID VALLEY PASTURES NORTH
CANTERBURY CHARDONNAY 2022

Original price was: $53.99.$46.99Current price is: 
$46.99.

Product Code: 2365

Country: New Zealand

Region: North 
Canterbury

Sub Region: Waipara

Style: White

Variety: Chardonnay

Producer: Pyramid 
Valley 
Vineyards

Closure: Screw Cap

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 14.0%

Grape: 100% 
Chardonnay

Natural: Vegan Friendly
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TASTING NOTES
Winery notes (2022 Vintage)
"Hand-picked and fermented with natural vineyard yeasts and aged in 20% new French oak barrels and 38% in a concrete
Tulipe for 12 months before settling in a concrete Tulipe on light lees for a further 5 months. Bottled unfined and unfiltered.

Slightly hazy, lemon golden hue. Complex aromas of grilled nuts, citrus fruits, florals and a hint of lemon rind. Mouth- watering
acidity drives the wine with laser focus, flavours of citrus fruits, toasted nuts and a creamy texture gives the wine body and
weight. A classic North Canterbury Chardonnay that is fully ripe and saline." 

Rated Outstanding & 95+/100 Cameron Douglas MS, March 2024  (2022 Vintage)
"A fascinating bouquet driven first by a sense of place with its core of chalky textures, shape and form, then scents of
grapefruit and apple, complex lees layers and wild flowers. Natural ferment flavours deliver texture and continue the sense of
place themes, citrus and apple, some peach and textures from lees all combine to deliver a wine of intrigue, flavour and
intensity. Deliicous, fresh and new, a wine to explore and enjoy. Best from 2025 through 2030+." 
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5 Stars Michael Cooper (2022 Vintage)
"The impressive 2022 vintage was hand-harvested from vines planted at Waipara Springs in the late 1980s, barrel- fermented,
and bottled unfined and unfiltered. Bright, light yellow/green, it is mouthfilling, sweet-fruited and savoury with concentrated,
peachy, complex flavours, balanced acidity, and a very harmonious, lasting finish. Already delicious, it should be at its best
2026+."
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